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Health care professionals
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 Health care professionals
Community providers: See COVID-19 information >


Affiliation Verification

Integrated Network

Clinical Laboratory

Residencies

Virtual health











EPIC at UCHealth 


Epic Provider Connection (read-only web portal access)
For referring providers and offices that are existing users


Access Epic Provider Connection



Questions? Email [email protected]

Epic is a fully integrated, CMS-certified electronic medical record (EMR) system and is the most widely used EMR in the U.S. To date, more than 50 percent of the U.S. population have their medical records in Epic. More than 1,800 of our physicians throughout Colorado, Wyoming and Nebraska utilize UCHealth’s shared ambulatory patient record in Epic.
Epic modules include:

	Registration (Prelude).
	Appointment Scheduling (Cadence).
	Electronic Insurance Eligibility (Emdeon).
	Patient Appointment Reminder.
	Professional Billing (Resolute).
	Patient Record Management (EpicCare Ambulatory).
	E-Prescribing (Surescripts).
	Patient Web Portal (My Health Connection).
	Smartphone Application (Haiku).
	Tablet Application (Canto).
	Clearing House.
	(Partial Dictation).
	Subscription for access and data submission to CORHIO.


What are the benefits of Epic?

	Fully integrated system, single patient record shared across hospital and outpatient environments.
	Leverages best practice models from leading institutions.
	Comprehensive suite of modules with continued expansion and regular upgrades and improvements.
	Ranked #1 by KLAS
(KLAS is an independent and impartial healthcare technology rating company, similar to Consumer Reports or JD Power and Associates for healthcare IT.).
	Meaningful use certified.


UCHealth Epic Community Connect program

UCHealth’s Epic Community Connect program provides physicians the advantage of using our Epic practice management and ambulatory electronic health record. Epic Community Connect includes:

	Core suite of modules.
	Implementation and ongoing support.
	Server hosting and data management.


Why do community physicians see value and embrace our program solution?

	Avoid duplicate tests.
	View thorough patient medical histories.
	Easily coordinate care.
	Quickly access test results.
	Send records to other physicians or health system departments.
	Save office space.
	E-Prescribing.
	Securely store confidential patient information.


Other support services available:

	PACS/image hosting.
	Equipment leasing.
	Technical (network/desktop) support.


Experience matters

Our system is live and Epic Ambulatory has been in use for over four years at UCHealth. We offer a local, personalized support model and each practice will have assigned account manager based in their region.

For more information or to set up a demo of Epic Community Connect with our IT services team, please contact:

Trent Hickes
Director, Physician Relations
[email protected]











Education and programs 




Professional development programs

	Advanced Care Partners (ACP) Program – UCHealth.
	Clinical Orientation program – students at UCH.
	Continuing Education.
	Interprofessional Grand Rounds.
	Interprofessional Research.
	Life Support.
	PeriOp 101 Fellowship Program.
	UCHealth Nurse Residency Program.
	Progressive Pathway program – UCHealth (updated program description coming soon).
	UEXCEL.


University of Colorado Hospital

	Athletic Training Immersive Clinical Program
	Clinical Pastoral Education
	Continuing Education
	Diagnostic Medical Sonography Program
	Forensic Nurse Examiner Program
	Health System Pharmacy Administration and Leadership (HSPAL) Residency
	Inpatient Pharmacy Internship Program
	Medical Education Directive for Innovation & Care (MEDIC) Program
	Pharmacy Residency Program
	Residency Programs
	School of Radiologic Technology (Anschutz)
	Traveler RN Program


Memorial Hospital

	Colorado State SANE/SAFE Project
	Pharmacy Residency Program
	School of Radiologic Technology (Memorial Hospital)
	Practicum Students Only – Login Here (Memorial Hospital)
	Memorial student resources


PVH and MCR

	Clinical Education and Innovation Center
	Family Medicine Residency Program
	Pharmacy Residency Program
	Inpatient Clinical Rotation Requests (PVH, MCR, Greeley)





Professional development team

	Clinical Nurse Educators.
	Clinical Nurse Specialists.
	Clinical Scholars.
	Educational Programs Coordinator.
	Life Support Program Coordinators.
	Post-Baccalaureate Nurse Residency Program Coordinator.
	Research Nurse Scientists.
















Physician Relations 


Building a collaborative environment for providers.

Our primary goal is to identify opportunities that benefit referring physicians, facilitate interactions with UCHealth and enhance the overall patient experience.

Whether you’re a primary care physician, a specialist or a healthcare professional looking to partner with UCHealth, our team is here to support you every step of the way. Contact us today to learn more about how we can help you provide the best possible care to your patients.


Learn more













Research 



[image: magnet-logo]

UCHealth University of Colorado Hospital (UCH) supports a teaching and research environment. In addition, being a Magnet Hospital affirms that we represent the “gold standard” for nursing care.

UCH is one of the premier academic research institutions in the country. We deliver quaternary (fourth level) care as a part of a consortium of teaching hospitals across the nation.

While UCH is a separate entity from the University of Colorado, we’re part of the University of Colorado campus system, which operates under a total learning environment mission. We are directly linked to the graduate health sciences schools of the University of Colorado Denver through joint and clinical appointments.

	Providing patient-centric education and cutting-edge research opportunities are important parts of our hospital mission. Our Magnet-designated hospital supports an environment where teaching and research activities are respected. Contributions from dedicated research professionals help us achieve excellence in patient care outcomes.
	Allied Health Research is conducted within the philosophy and values articulated by the University of Colorado Hospital Evidence-Based Practice Council.


>> Search our clinical trials listings

Research at UCHealth

	Research Administration
	CCTSI – Colorado Clinical And Translational Institute*
	Research overview
	Interprofessional research resources
	UCHealth Memorial Injury Prevention and Research Institute (MIPRI)


*The CCTSI is a collaborative enterprise between UC Denver, UC Boulder, six affiliated hospitals and health care organizations (including UCH), and multiple community organizations with resources to promote research and training that will advance health care and improve the public health.

Research in northern Colorado
All research studies, except oncology, are managed from the Flex Building. Clinical studies are conducted at PVH, MCR and Colorado Health Medical Group physician offices and range from cardiovascular and neurology clinical trials to childhood obesity intervention and bicycle education.

Physicians interested in research should call 970-624-1680

Research and Evidence-Based Practice Council Mission Statement
To provide education, mentorship and leadership throughout the research process. We strive to perform research, disseminate findings and evaluate and improve our quality of patient care via evidence-based practice.











Casey-Fink Survey Instruments 




>> Please visit this website















Vendor information 


ALL departments require appointments
UCHealth is committed to ethical behavior and sound business practices in its dealings with vendors and their representatives.

>> See our vendor information page


























Inspiring stories delivered to your inbox
SIGN UP













































The latest




[image: A person at the airport. Colorado's first confirmed case of measles since 2019 was due to an infectious person passing the the Denver airport.] 



2024 measles cases have already matched total…

2 hours ago







[image: Protect your eyes by viewing the cosmic phenomenon with solar eclipse glasses. Do not use regular sunglasses to view the eclipse on April 8. Photo: Getty Images.] 



Total solar eclipse: 5 tips to protect…

7 hours ago
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From a dream to reality: Helicopter flight…

Yesterday







[image: Bison 10 miles from downtown Denver at a wildlife refuge, a great place to visit in Colorado in April.] 



7 free things to do in Colorado…

March 14, 2024
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Metro Denver

720.848.0000




Northern Colorado

970.495.7000




Southern Colorado

719.365.5000




Para información en español llame al

844.945.2500













Patient support

	My Health Connection
	Schedule appointment
	Find a doctor
	Find a location
	Find a specialty
	Insurance accepted
	Billing & pricing
	Price transparency

 


Resources

	Medical records
	Classes & events
	Referrals
	Clinical trials
	For employees
	For professionals
	News & stories

 


UCHealth

	About UCHealth
	Careers
	Volunteer
	Give to UCHealth
	Innovation Center
	Nondiscrimination
	Biobank (CCPM)
	Contact us

 
















Download the UCHealth App 
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	Privacy Policy
	Disclaimer
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×
Refer your patient now









	Patient’s information

	First Name* 

	Last Name* 

	Hidden
Name


First



Last



	DOB*

Month



Day



Year





	Sex (Legal)*Choose from drop down
Female
Male
Other



	Gender IdentityChoose from drop down
Female
Male
Transgender Female / Male-to-Female
Transgender Male / Female-to-Male
Other
Choose not to disclose



	Phone number*

	Insurance* 

	Referring provider information

	First Name* 

	Last Name* 

	Hidden
Name*


First



Last



	Specialty* 

	Location* 

	Phone number*

	Fax number*

	Referral
(No radiology orders, please)

	Department/specialty referred to* 

	Preferred location of consultation* 

	Diagnosis*

	Priority*Choose from drop down
Routine
ASAP
Urgent



	Hidden
Priority*	

Routine

	

ASAP

	

Urgent




	Please send any pertinent, clinic records related to the DX to [email protected]

	CAPTCHA

	Name
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.




  






























×
If you are experiencing an emergency
please call 911 immediately.




Close








We use cookies to make interactions with our website easy and meaningful. By continuing to use this site you are giving us your consent. Learn how cookies are used on our site.
Accept terms
Manage consent





Close






Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


Necessary


Always Enabled





Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.

 










Functional 


Functional







Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.











Performance 


Performance







Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.











Analytics 


Analytics







Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.











Advertisement 


Advertisement







Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.











Others 


Others







Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.





















SAVE & ACCEPT




















 



































































